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Consultation with Parent/Carers with Children/Young People with SEND:
In March 2017 What Did Parent Carers Know About the
Graduated Response for Individual Pupil (GRIP)

Introduction

Derbyshire Parent Carer Voice (DPCV) put together 10 questions alongside the
Local Authority, to gain views on how successful the GRIP process was being rolled
out and how families found the process.

The consultation took place over four weeks across March and April 2017 using
Survey Questionnaire delivered by Survey Monkey, to elicit the views of
parents/carers.
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Methods Used to Request Information for the Consultation

An email was sent to the full membership on our database that supplied us with an
email address. This email gave a link to our website, a brief description of the
consultation and then click to go through to Survey Monkey site directly to carry out
the consultation. This reach was approx. 650 emails.

Methods of Information Gathering Used and Sources Consulted

Email was the only form of communication with families. It is unknown if this was
shared on Social Media although over the period March and April we had 43 visits to
our website from Facebook. This is not specific enough to inform us of which pages
were visited from the 43 viewers, although we do know that during the months March
and April the consultation page was visited 185 times and 29 people clicked on the
link to the survey but only 21 participated.
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Purpose of the Consultation

1. Establishing the knowledge of parent/carers in relation to the GRIP funding

2. Gauge the effectiveness of schools delivery to explain and apply for GRIP
funding
3. Establish how person centred the applications for GRIP funding is
4. Gain feedback on the process and how it could be made better
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1. To establish the knowledge of parent/carers in relation to the GRIP funding

The survey showed that 90% of respondents were aware of the GRIP funding, the
further 10% didn’t know or were unsure. For those who were aware the responses
gained through comments varied from “additional support for my child” to “support
required above and beyond the £6,000 (SEN Support) allowance”. A question was
also raised about not all schools being not as confident as others at completing
applications.

Through this we also established 76% of parent/carers taking this survey had their
child/young person’s school apply for GRIP funding to support their needs.
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2. Gauge the effectiveness of schools delivery to explain the GRIP process

Upon being asked how well the application was explained on a scale of 1 to 10 (1
being no explanation given and 10 being explained very well)

1.
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9.
10.
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6%
7%
13%
20%
7%
7%
20%
13%
7%

It was felt by 31% that they didn’t feel confident the school knew the process well
and wasn’t submitted quickly! From further the comments it seems represent that in
some areas it was felt not enough support was given to schools. Where there is a
confident member of staff at the school or have received support from what was then
called a LIO the process became very easy for families.

Although 62% of parent/carers completing this survey stated they knew the time
frame for GRIP funding application to be agreed but within the comments this shows
that there is confusion as none of the comments stated the correct answer!

For those during this time in March –April 2017 who had applied the results of the
application were as follows:

Accepted

63%

Decline

31%

Waiting

6%
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3. Establish how person centred the applications for GRIP funding is

Although the majority said that their child/young person’s views and opinions were
included the comments give a differing view. Comments ranged from “pointless in
our case as she did not answer the questions” to “we had meeting with the school
where my son was included and asked what help he felt he needed”.

For parent/carer views this was 100% sought but again from the comments it’s clear
that some families don’t feel that it was taken on board or didn’t understand the
process enough to engage fully.

Satisfaction of the outcome of the GRIP application varies and there is an
assumption that families that marked a low score on this scale of 1-10 would be that
their child/young person’s funding was declined. Due to this being an anonymous
survey we cannot look into this further to ensure that this is the case but from looking
at the comments it is highly likely to be the case.

(scale of 1-10, 1 being completely unsatisfied and 10 being completely satisfied)
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4. Gain feedback on the process and how it could be made better

It’s seems that some schools are very confident and successful with GRIP
applications, where as other schools struggle to get the correct information and/or
understand the process. Support contacts should be on the application form for
GRIP so the teacher, SENCO or whoever completes the forms within a school
setting and readily ask for support so I child/young person isn’t failed due to
paperwork.

Parent/carers feel that the information should be available to them through schools,
some parent/carers find out information through speaking to others at support groups
etc. and find out about different types of support, then they take this information to
school for them to look into.

Sticking to timescales reasonably to ensure children/young people can gain the extra
support they require to be able to fully access their education.

Where is was a successful application made by a setting that was aware of the
process families felt that it was a quick and invaluable way to support children/young
people quickly and effectively.

During this period of consultation it was strongly felt that because some schools and
educational settings weren’t up to speed with the GRIP funding application process,
children/young people were the ones who were suffering by not being to fully access
their education.
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Summary - Key Themes Identified

• In schools that knew the process, it worked well and proceeded smoothly
• The understanding is no quite there for parent/carers although they believe
they know about the funding and timescales, it’s clear they have been
misinformed or was not stated clearly
• Examples of what a good application looks like or anonymised successful
applications look like for schools to get an idea of what information is required
and share good practice in how to use the funding
• Awareness of GRIP for both schools and families
• More opportunities for schools to carry out GRIP training
• Making the applications person centred not just asking as a token gesture

Key Points to consider in relation to the information collated

• Although the numbers were low on the survey, it could be a reflection of the
amount of people who are aware of this type of funding
• For schools who are submitting incomplete or quality deprived applications this
should be noted and raised as a training issue. This would support the Local
Authority in having clear applications coming through and also support
children/young people quicker and less chance of them failing through a
decline in funding
• If an application id declined school should be given reasons why and how they
can better support the child/young person with their current funds

Report Completed by Derbyshire Parent Carer Voice
11/04/18
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Appendix

a.
b.
c.
d.

Survey Results – Purpose 1
Survey Results – Purpose 2
Survey Results – Purpose 3
Survey Results – Purpose 4
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Comment 7 removed due to personal details given
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